
TASTING WINE
— Step One Color
Observing a wine’s color can tell you a lot about the
wine. Note the color by tilting your glass above a 
sheet of white paper or napkin. Young, red wines tend 
to be more brilliant while older reds tend to darker 
and opaque. Young white wines are usually vibrant 
and paler in color as compared to an older white that 
turns to a richer gold color. Of course, this varies and 
is dependent upon the grape composition and aging 
techniques.

— Step Two Body
To gauge the body of the wine, simply tilt your glass
so that the wine glides up the side of the glass. Stand 
the glass upright and watch as the wine falls back into 
the glass. A light-bodied wine will fall immediately 
and practically leave no trace of touching the side 
of the glass. Conversely, a full-bodied wine will fall 
slowly and will leave streaks — otherwise referred to 
as the “legs” of a wine. Often an indication of alcohol 
level.

— Step Three Nose
Otherwise known as the “bouquet” the nose of the
wine expresses what the wine smells like. To do this
accurately, you should do it in two steps. First, sniff 
the wine as it is in the glass. Observe the subtle 
aromas. Second, swirl your glass by placing it on a flat
surface and hold the stem securely as you move the
glass in circular motions. This allows the wine to 
aerate (or breathe). Take a second sniff and observe 
the more pronounced aromas.

— Step Four Taste
This is the best part! Take a sip of the wine. Note the
flavors. When you take a second sip, try to breathe 
in air as you do so. Hold the sip in your mouth for a 
moment or two before swallowing (swish it around to 
really bring out the flavor). Note the more pronounced 
flavors. You should also take note of the finish or 
aftertaste. Notice how long the flavor lasts in your 
mouth or note the tingle on your tongue from the 
acidity.

“WINE-SPEAK”

Here are a few terms to help you describe a wine.
– Acidity: describes a fresh, tart or sour taste
– Crisp: describes a wine with a high acidity
– Flabby: describes a wine that lacks acidity
– Herbal: fresh cut grass
– Minerals: wet stone or flint-like character
– Toast, Vanilla, or Fresh Bread: yeast or fresh 
dough scent

TIPS FOR STORING YOUR WINE

How should you store those two cases of Bordeaux
you just ordered? Unfortunately, most homes are not
equipped with wine cellars, but following a few basic
guidelines can help maintain the integrity of your wine
collection. The principles behind storing wine are 
neither difficult to understand nor to achieve. Just 
remember these essentials:

Temperature – the ideal is 50 - 55°F; however,
any constant temperature within 40 - 65°F will do.
Consistency is key.
Humidity – a relative humidity of 50-80% is the
acceptable range, but about 70% is recommended.
Darkness – light will prematurely age a bottle of
wine. If your wines are kept in areas of direct sunlight,
cover them with a dark blanket.
Calmness – store wines so that you don’t disturb
them all when you select a particular bottle. Also, it’s
important to remember that vibrations caused by
excessive sound (loud music, for example) may harm
your wine.
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The best kind of wine is that which is most pleasant to him who 
drinks it.                                                                       ~ Pliny the Elder


